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Autonomous agents perceive the world through streams of continuous sensori-
motor data. Yet, in order to reason and communicate about their environment,
agents need to be able to distil meaningful symbolic concepts from their raw
observations. Without such a repertoire of concepts, communication would need
to happen by directly sending sensori-motor values. Such a system easily leads
to miscommunication when perfect calibration is not possible.

Existing approaches to bridge between the continuous and symbolic domain
include deep learning techniques (e.g. [1]) and version space learning [2]. Deep
learning techniques generally achieve high levels of accuracy. However, they
rely on very large amounts of training data, they often fail to adapt to unseen
scenarios, and the resulting concepts lack transparency. Version space learning,
on the other hand, can yield human-interpretable concept representations, but
are notoriously brittle when faced with noisy training data.

In this interactive demo, we introduce a novel approach to grounded concept
learning. Using the language game methodology [3], we set up a tutor-learner
scenario where the learner is an autonomous agent, grounded in the world using
a Nao humanoid robot, and the participant is its tutor. Using blocks of various
shapes, sizes and colours, the tutor first creates a scene. In this scene, the tutor
chooses a topic and describes it to the learner using an informative concept, such as
‘red’ or ‘cube’. The learner robot observes the world through human-interpretable
streams of numeric data, such as ‘area’, ‘colour’ and ‘XY-coordinates’. These
are obtained through standard computer vision techniques. The robot tries to
find the object described by the tutor. After each interaction, whether is was
successful or not, the tutor provides feedback to the learner by showing the
intended topic object. The robot maximally benefits from this feedback to newly
create or extend the representation of the concept. For each concept, the robot
has to find out which data streams are important and what the typical values for
each data stream within a concept are. To make these decisions, the learner makes
use of the notion of discrimination, i.e. separating one particular object from
the other objects in the scene. Over the course of many such interactions, the
learner incrementally and in real-time builds a complete repertoire of concepts
that is functional in the world. An overview of the experimental set-up is shown
in Figure 1. A video of the demonstration can be found at https://ehai.ai.

vub.ac.be/demos/interactive-concept-learning.
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Fig. 1. Overview of the experimental setup. The Nao humanoid robot observes a scene
of blocks with different shapes, colours and sizes.

During the demonstration, participants are able to inspect the conceptual
system of the agent and follow its evolution. The acquired concepts are completely
transparent and human-interpretable. We show that our approach does not rely
on huge amounts of training data, since forming a repertoire of concepts only
requires a few interactions. Additionally, the resulting concepts are general enough
to be applied to previously unseen objects and can be learned in an incremental
manner. The whole system is adaptive as it does not require us to specify the
number of concepts that should be learned. This completely depends on the
objects observed by the agent, hence there is no need for complete or even partial
retraining when the environment changes. These properties make the approach
well-suited to be used in robotic agents as the module that maps from continuous
sensori-motor input to grounded, symbolic concepts that can then be used for
higher-level reasoning tasks such as planning, explanation or communication.
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